ADMINISTRATOR'S MEMORANDUM

TO: Resources Administration Division

FROM: Norman C. Young

DATE: May 10, 1984

RE: Point of Diversion Description

Permit Processing No. 6
Transfer Processing No. 8

There has been considerable discussion concerning amendment or transfer requirements when a point of diversion location is changed, point or points of diversion are added or a replacement point of diversion is constructed.

The following will be the policy of the Department:

An amendment is needed to change the tract in which a point of diversion is to be constructed if different than the tract described on the permit. An amendment is also needed to add one or more points of diversion in the same tract described on a permit.

In the case of a claim, license, or decree, a transfer is needed to change the tract in which a point of diversion is located or to add a point of diversion even if the point of diversion to be added is in the original tract described on the license or decree. A transfer is not needed to replace a point of diversion in the original tract if the original point of diversion will be abandoned.